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Problem Identification
• Vermont is 94.2% white1; practitioners are less likely to have
experience diagnosing dark skin tones.
• Only 4.5% of images in general medicine textbooks and 4-19%
of images in dermatology textbooks depicted darker skin.2,3
• Black patients are significantly less likely to see a
dermatologist.4
• Highlights importance of diagnosis at primary care office.

Public Health Cost
• The annual cost of treating skin cancers in the U.S. is
estimated at $8.1 billion — about $4.8 billion for NMSC
and $3.3 billion for melanoma.5
• Skin cancer in patients with skin of color is often
diagnosed in its later stages, when it’s more difficult to
treat.6
• Research has shown that patients with skin of color are
less likely than Caucasian patients to survive melanoma.7

Community Perspective
What impact would this resource* have on providers in Vermont and their
ability to accurately diagnose skin conditions in patients with darker skin
tones?
“The multiple examples provided will be beneficial for review and I expect it to
improve patient care.” – Michelle Cangiano MD
“The more variations you see of certain rashes and skin conditions on different
skin tones, the easier it will be for providers to diagnose.” – Michael Sirois MD

*Resource described in following slide

Intervention and Methodology A
• Created slide deck illustrating how common
dermatological pathologies present in darker
skin tones
• Included demographical characteristics,
symptomology, method of diagnosis, and
treatment of each condition
• Utilized “quiz” format to increase engagement

Intervention and Methodology B
• Collaborated with Simran Kalsi, who developed a bookmark
using Canvas software highlighting risk factors relevant to
Vermonters for detecting and preventing skin cancer in all skin
tones.
• The bookmark titled “How to Spot Skin Cancer” was distributed
to healthcare practitioners at Thomas Chittenden Health Center
and UVMMC Family Medicine – Hinesburg.
• Feedback from practitioners at both locations demonstrated
that the resource is professional and well-illustrated with a
particular relevance to Vermonters given the high rates of skin
cancer within the state.
• Future directions include improving outreach by distributing to
libraries/schools and enhancing accessibility by translating to
other languages.

Results
Feedback obtained from providers at UVMMC Family Medicine Hinesburg and Thomas Chittenden Health Center
(Elizabeth Landell MD, Michael Sirois MD, Rachel Humphrey MD, Adrienne Jarvis MD, Olivia Barton LPN)

First Impressions

Surprises
Strengths

o “These are common conditions seen in primary care so it’s a good reminder to
providers to see the variety of presentations”
o “Explanations and details of each condition are brief and to the point”
o “Quiz format illustrates the importance of the patient’s history”

o “Made me aware of how different super common pathologies can present”
o “The variability in classic presentations”
o “Atopic dermatitis looks very different in darker skin”
o “Quick and easily accessible”
o “The variety of photos used”
o ”The more images we see the more likely we are to recognizes it”

Opportunities for Improvement

o “Include patient’s history in quiz format”
o “There’s always unusual presentation of derm conditions so it
can still be difficult to assess in clinic
o ”Distribute to providers in a shared drive

Evaluation of Effectiveness
• Distribute to all UVMMC family med practitioners and
create standardized survey with quantitative and
qualitative questions
• Use similar survey with incoming residents
• Ask question before and after viewing slide deck
• Sample Question
• “On a scale of 1-5, how confident are you in
diagnosing derm pathology in patients with darker
skin?”

Limitations
1. Atypical presentation of pathology limits effectiveness
of resource
2. Difficult to obtain patient perspective given small
population of non-white patients in VT
3. Potential non-response bias with survey used to
evaluate slide deck
4. Adding an extensive number of additional pathologies
in future could make it difficult to navigate slide deck

Future Interventions

01

02

03

Expand number of
conditions
presented in slide
deck and add table
of contents

Include how
pathologies present
in lighter skin tones
as reference

Incorporate topic
into teaching
sessions during
resident education
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